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CANDIDATE STATEMENT  
I am a co-founder of POSK Cinema at Polish Social and Cultural Association 
(POSK) in Hammersmith, west London. We started in mid-2019 as a community-
run cinema showcasing the best of independent Polish and European cinema to 
diverse audiences in London and beyond. 
 
Starting from scratch with no previous experience in cinematography, we 
organised almost 20 screenings (including three held online during the COVID-19 
lockdown) attended by over 3,500 people in total – regularly selling out our 300-
seat venue at POSK. 
 
Already in the first year of our operations we hosted a number of exclusive high-
profile screenings, including the UK premiere of Poland’s submission for the 
Academy Award for Best International Feature Film Corpus Christi, a special 
preview of BBC One’s hit TV series World on Fire and a joint Cinema for All 
screening of the Oscar-nominated director Agnieszka Holland’s Mr Jones with 
Brighton Cinematheque and Pendle Social Cinema. 
 
All our films – regardless of the original language - are shown with English 
subtitles and tickets cost just £5 as it is our mission to make the experience of 
cinema accessible to all, regardless of their background. 
 
This approach has won us a substantial following (almost 2,000 people on our 
mailing list), and praise from local authorities (London Borough of Hammersmith 
and Fulham) and the press (most recently, in the Film Stories magazine, August 
2020). 
 
I regularly use my professional experience – I am a PR specialist, turned journalist 
– to promote POSK Cinema and would do my best to amplify the message of 
Cinema for All and all our community cinemas. 
 
My experience of working as a journalist - writing and commenting live on current 
affairs for a variety of Polish and UK media outlets - has helped me to successfully 
create the story of POSK Cinema. I previously served as the UK Correspondent for 
the Polish Press Agency, but you could also see my stories in the UK press, 
including The Guardian, The Observer, and The Evening Standard.  
 
I have also worked in the past on a number of high-profile PR and 
communications campaigns, twice winning the Gold SABRE EMEA Award for best 



campaigns in the Europe and the Middle East region – and I used the same skills 
when organising and promoting POSK cinema screenings. 
 
Finally, just as I have done with POSK Cinema, I would like to use my extensive 
network of contacts in the media and my personal Twitter following of almost 
30,000 to be an unapologetic advocate for community cinemas across the UK. 
 
I passionately believe that the voices of our communities need to be heard 
particularly now as we face the crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. In these 
difficult times, our shared love for good cinema can bring us all together – and we 
need this more than ever. 


